		

Six years after MTTABC - 

It’s now 2003 - and after re-reading the article ‘Metta and Bodhicitta’, I feel there’s something more that needs to be said.
I call this 

                          Lines of Transmission 

                                     and 

                The Present and Future of Buddhism


While there is universal truth expressed in each of the different Buddhist Traditions, and while there is logic in their development and unfoldment, to say only this much does not go far enough.  At this time, six years after writing about the shared aspects of the lineages of Buddhism, I can see that something more needs to be said.  

There are distinct differences in the qualities of energy that can come to us through the different Buddhist Traditions that have developed over time.  If we don’t recognize these differences, and instead emphasize only what the Traditions have in common, there is the danger that much that is valuable can be lost.

While we may say, in the spirit of ecumenicism, that they are all pointing to the same truths, and that what is essential is more important than the differences, if we lean too much in this direction we may miss the qualities, the character, and the unique power they have each developed over time.

Rather than comparing these Traditions as ‘higher’ or ‘lower‘,’ better’ or ‘worse’ (a human tendency it seems- leading to sectarianism), it ’s possible to take another standpoint.   I’d like to refer to the energy of different traditions not as equal or unequal,
but as all being nourishing and precious, and the heritage of every one of us living now.    Such an attitude and appreciation can counter sectarianism, and lead to our being able to receive the influence of the excellent qualities that have been developed.


Language and Transmission

When we use the words of a particular lineage, in the form of prayers or sutras, we awaken not only the essential message, but also something of the virtues and qualities unique to that lineage.  
And there are differences.  For example, older Traditions have been repeating their prayers for a greater number of generations, and this itself gives it some power, stability and momentum.  The prayers or sutras are infused, as it were, with the quality of the devotions of many, many generations of practitioners.

Any tradition that has used the same texts for study and prayer for a number of generations will carry its virtue into the present.  If we can tap into it, this history comes to us as a certain type of power, and as direction.

Also, it should be said that the cultures where these lineages developed have different characteristics.  There are different qualities of heart, intellect, and values, and this is also part of what we receive when we connect with a tradition.

Cultures may have elements that are more or less similar to our own, and this can account for the resistance or ease with which we can receive and make use of teachings.  For example, I feel that the bodhicitta teachings resonate strongly with Westerners because of our 2000 year religious heritage.  Whether or not we have studied or have faith in Western religious teachings, their values (particularly the values of compassion and service) are there in our Western soul.


Considering the different needs, and affinities that people have, it’s better to regard the distinct lineages of transmission as different, and each helpful its own way.  I’d like to encourage people to receive them all, to be nourished by them all, and to know and make use of them all.   This will then be the basis for the Buddhism that will develop.  We can form today’s Buddhism by bringing together our own life and practice with the qualities, powers and virtues that have been developed and passed down to us lovingly by generations over time.  


A poem:

Imagine an underwater system of channels
one channel opens
and the stream of cool, pure water can be felt moving through
felt all the way back to its source
Contacting a spiritual tradition can be this way
the clean, clear life moving through
felt in this very place, and known to its origin
Teachers, practitioners, deities, protector spirits
virtues faithfully maintained
and given forward through lives
We are welcomed by this, our family
They are eager to assist the awakening life
the heart becomes very quiet watching this work
this far reaching, unceasing compassion


They speak behind their words
move behind the curtains of form
in silence, shaping
All of this is given to you, it is immanent
the life within the life


May all beings receive all that is good from each of the lineages that have come down to us to this present day
Cultivated diligently throughout lives, by teachers, and students,
and now offered to us - like different kinds of food, and medicine, and shelter and clothing and guidance
to use as we need   to give to those we meet
and to future generations according to their need
and what will bring benefit and joy








